Case of the dry "oil" well

Not at all unusual, you say? But this well was purposely drilled that way! In fact, prosecutions were inevitable, much like I.P.C. regulations. One Rhody skipper won all their races where second "in this pentagonal meet. Other races held. In the freshman regatta between M.I.T., Boston University, Amherst, and Stevens '55, and on academic atmospheres, led by Chain Seiler '54, at the proposed 'main building or the proposed Student Union.

The scheduled regatta between M.I.T., Boston University, Amherst and Vermont was cancelled because of impossible sailing conditions. Before the race was called off, however, races between M.I.T. and R.U. and Vermont and Amberton were held.

High, gusty winds made the races into a topsy-turvy affair. After the first M.I.T.-R.U. race went to the Bea- vers, Ted Garcia '64 was awarded the victory in the second encounter after his centerboard broke and his boat was swamped before he could cross the finish line.

John Rice '54, Commander of the Nautical Association and Captain of the sailing team, and Alain Delaire '54 suffered the embarrassing defeat of capturing for the first time each in nine years of sailing. Three R.U. boats were also, however, and Tech was awarded second place.

Amberton defeated Vermont in the other race held. In the freshman regatta held last Saturday, Rhode Island placed first. The Encoder's freshman were second in this pentagonal meet. One Rhody skipper won all their races and almost single-handedly defeated the far better balanced Tech boatmen.
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Amberton defeated Vermont in the other race held. In the freshman regatta held last Saturday, Rhode Island placed first. The Encoder's freshman were second in this pentagonal meet. One Rhody skipper won all their races and almost single-handedly defeated the far better balanced Tech boatmen.

Leah Sheldon's panel devoted much of its time to a discussion of the cumulative rating. The opinion of most members was that the sum failed to serve its purpose sufficiently; although it is necessary in some cases, it is being overemphasized. The panel also considered such matters as the humanistic program, and democratic open house rules.

It was the general consensus of opinion, both among students and faculty, that the conference provided an excellent opportunity to escape from the worries of the Institute and discuss matters of current interest. Although the conference was designed only to bring out proposals and suggestions, and not to take definite action, the Institute Committee plans to consider many of these same points in forthcoming months.
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